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We start out this time with a couple of new discoveries. First is the identification of a new variety of 
Whitman coin board for Standing Liberty Quarter. In the Second Edition this titled continued into the 
Washington series, and the new variety fits between W25¢C2c and W25¢C2d. As listed in my book, the 
latter has an extra row of openings to accommodate dates through 1938. It turns out that this extra row 
was added even earlier, with dates through 1937 (one opening only) and mintages through 1936. So, the 
existing entry W25¢C2c is now labeled W25¢C2c.1, while the new discovery is labeled W25¢C2c.2. This 
nomenclature is less than ideal, but new discoveries are inevitable whenever an area of collectibles is 
cataloged for the first time, as it was with my book. 

The second discovery answers an important question: Why did the Gramercy Stamp Company boards 
include so little numismatic information when other brands were often cluttered with it? In my book I 
speculated that these boards (the only known titles are for Eagle-Indian Cents and Lincoln Cents) were 
included within a boxed coin collecting kit, rather than being sold as stand-alone items. While researching 
my book I had discovered within the copyright ledgers an entry for the “Pennyhobby Coin Collecting 
Outfit No. 103.” Though this boxed set has yet to turn up, the handbook that came with it was purchased 
by me as part of a lot that included several other items of little interest. I ended up paying more than $40 
just to get this four-page booklet, as it confirmed my original supposition. The inside pages of this booklet 
describe the contents of the coin collecting kit, while its back page lists the average prices dealers would 
pay at the time for Eagle, Indian and Lincoln Cents. This sort of information typically is found on coin 
boards, but its inclusion on a separate instruction guide explains the minimal text seen on the actual 
Gramercy boards. On the front of the booklet is a nice illustration of the box art, which includes several 
vignettes repeated on the boards. This cover is included with this newsletter as an attachment. 

A number of people have asked me about the materials I use to store my own coin boards and about 
the polyethylene sleeves in which I ship them to customers. I get all of my supplies from 
BagsUnlimited.com. The sleeves I use are item number SEM2, and I store my own collection in the ring 
binders illustrated on page 20 of my book, item number AB3RLM28K. The binders come in three colors, 
and the number provided here is for the black model. For those of you who don’t have internet service, 
Bags Unlimited can be reached at 1-800-767-BAGS. I have no connection to this company whatsoever, 
and I’m providing this information solely as a courtesy. 

I’ve prepared a list of Errata and Addenda for my book to bring everyone up to date on the various 
corrections and additions made since it was published last year. Please let me know if I’ve missed any 
errors. This sheet is included with this newsletter, along with an updated value guide. The latter features a 
number of advances which reflect the rarity of high-grade boards in most series, as well as the difficulty 
in locating certain boards in any grade. Just as with coins, items which were common when my book was 
published remain so, while the rare pieces have only become more difficult to find. 

Internet auctions have included very few boards this fall, and those few have been either common 
titles or items of mediocre condition. I’ve tried to buck this trend with my own postings, but then I always 
save the best material for my mailing list customers. A new price list 107 is attached. It features a number 
of nice items, including some rare Kent boards, as well as some lesser priced pieces for beginners. This 
will be the last opportunity to buy boards at the original book values before I start using the updated ones. 

Please note my new mailing address. 
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